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Community profiles
La Jolla Mesa Estates 136 unit townhouse-style condominium community located in the uppermiddle class UTC neighborhood of San Diego, California. This Community was built in the early
1970’s, has combined irrigation and residential water and sewer service from the City of San
Diego water department.
Pepperwood Villas 64 unit townhouse-style condominium community, located in a working class
neighborhood of Oceanside, California, this Community has separate irrigation water service with
residential water and sewer service from the City of Oceanside water department.
Shadow Mountain 64 unit townhouse-style condominium community, located in a working class
neighborhood of Escondido, California. This Community has combined irrigation and residential
water and sewer service from the City of Escondido water department.

Business situations
Prior to installing sub-meters, all three Associations were paying for all water and sewer costs,
these expenses were being passed through to the homeowners as part of their HOA
assessments.
Due to escalating water/sewer rates combined with the inability to further reduce usage
(landscape water had already been reduced through smart controllers and other actions) the
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Associations were confronted with rising costs and increased usage without the ability accurately
determine where they were coming from.
The Boards of these three Associations were also concerned with the increasing disparity of the
residential demographic (homeowner occupied vs tenant occupied) within the community and
their respective usage habits/occupancy rates.
Additionally, at least one Association has experienced past slab leaks, without individual meters
the only way to be alerted of these leaks was when they became visually apparent.

Technical situation
The communities are served by city ‘master’ meters (for Shadow Mountain and La Jolla Mesa
these also supply water to the landscape) and pool areas. Each unit has its own water shutoff
valve and the irrigation system is isolated with its own shutoff valves and backflow devices.

Solution
For these three communities it was clear that installing sub-meters for each unit would provide an
immediate benefit, but for La Jolla Mesa and Shadow Mountain, when we looked deeper into the
equation and how sewer charges were being applied (based on total water usage), it was also
determined that it would make sense to sub-meter the irrigation and other common areas (pool
and clubhouse). These additional meters added a nominal cost to the projects, but provide for
100% water accountability, full audit control and eventually this data may be able to be used to
decrease the sewer charges from the City.

Benefits
Before all of the sub-meters were installed, all three communities started seeing the benefits, as
several units in each were identified as having constant water flow indicative of leaks, and the
owners were notified about the problem and the leaks repaired immediately, saving thousands of
gallons of water per month. Once all of the meters were installed a full audit was conducted and
the residents with constant and/or higher than average usage were notified, also reducing
consumption.
The first reading cycle for each community has been used as the baseline, although we know
there was already a significant amount of reduction that took place prior to this period from the
identification of ongoing leaks (found during meter installation) and the fact that residents had
already been notified that they would soon be responsible for paying for their own usage, at least
one month prior.
Based on the information gathered to-date, it is estimated that the sub-metering projects for these
three communities will pay for themselves between 36 and 48 months or less, based purely on
reduced water consumption. This doesn’t take into account any possible reduction in sewer costs,
future rate increases or other contributing factors, just raw numbers based on the facts at hand.
Additionally and equally as important, is the newly found correct allocation of costs to those
residents/homeowners who have consistently higher or lower than average usage and are now
paying their correct share.
Conservation/leak detection has caused usage in each community to go down by 31%, 17% &
39% respectively so-far, noting that all three are still showing a general downward trend in
consumption. There are also still units in each of these communities that have yet to repair
suspected leaks, once the homeowners take action to correct these problems, consumption will
decrease even further.
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Illustrated details of the overall residential consumption decreases, as recorded by the submeters are shown below:
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In the charts above we see that in all three cases, an amazing 48%-55% of the total residential
usage is being consumed by only 25% of the homes in the community, while on the reverse end
of the spectrum only 6%-8% is being consumed by the ¼ of homes that use the least.
In fact for all three communities the ½ of homeowners who are the most conservative with their
usage only consumed between 22%-28% of the total, and in all three cases the vast majority of
homeowners were in effect subsidizing the 1/4 of homeowners who use the most water. Now
those high-users are really no-one else’s concern, as they simply receive the appropriately high
water bills and pay for what they choose to use.
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System installed
Chosen for reliability and affordability, the same standard manual-read meters were installed
downstream from the exterior shutoff valves on each unit at all three communities. During meter
installation there were also many shutoff valves, hose-bibbs and other components replaced
and/or upgraded.
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With Sub-meters installed, it is possible to accurately determine how the usage/costs breakdown
comes out compared to the water/sewer charges when they were included in assessments
(effectively a flat-rate) and determine where the disproportional distribution line was. As is
established in the chart above, between 58% & 68% of homeowners were in the past subsidizing
the 26%-34% of the homeowners who use far more than ‘average’.
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One of the great things about sub-metering, is that it gives people the choice as to how they wish
to use, conserve or overuse water, and they then get to receive the benefits of their conservation
efforts, or pay the penalty for their high usage.
The previous cost-comparison chart also clearly illustrates how the majority of homeowners are
directly benefiting from sub-metering, through decreased individual costs.

Summary
In the four to six months since sub-meters were installed, the Associations have seen 17%-39%
decreases in residential water usage and saved thousands of dollars each in water and sewer
expenses.
The homeowners at these communities as a whole have also benefitted, with the majority now
paying less for water/sewer than their portion was when included in their assessments, a small
fraction paying roughly the same amount and the balance actually paying for their higher than
average consumption. This will eventually lead to substantially lower assessments, increased
reserves and/or reduced future assessment increases, and for the majority of homeowners, lower
total costs. Another side-benefit is that sub-metered homes have a substantially higher resale
value, due to lower assessments and higher mortgage qualification amounts for buyers.

To see these types of benefits for your Association,
call MeterNet today at: 800-985-1179
Sales@MeterNetUSA.com
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